Axon Registry Participant Update

The Axon Registry® PARTICIPANT UPDATE is a monthly email that informs users about Axon Registry related efforts.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

› The AAN is preparing for MIPS submission for 2017. Your practice will be contacted by AAN registry staff in the coming month to confirm that you have completed mapping calls in time for our December 1 deadline to submit MIPS for 2017. Watch for more details about MIPSWizard, a tool that offers a manual way to submit MIPS data.
› To learn some easy keywords and documentation tips in the registry, check out our new Tips and Tricks Document. Please note this document will be updated as new measures are added to the registry.
› We have received feedback that the Axon Registry user group meetings should be shortened to make it easier to fit in people’s schedules. Going forward, we will reduce the user group meetings to a half hour.

REGULATORY

MACRA/QPP Information

› If you haven’t done so already, check your NPI number on the Quality Payment Program website to determine if you are eligible for MIPS submission in 2017.
› If you have detailed questions about the Quality Payment Program and how it will impact your practice, we recommend contacting the QPP Service Center at (866) 288-8292 or QPP@cms.hhs.gov.

MEASURES

Be a Part of the Measure Development Process

› Comment now on the neurotology quality measurement set. Five quality measures designed to improve care for patients with vertigo, unilateral vestibular disorder, Ménière’s disease, and other neuro-otology conditions are available for comment. Your comments will help improve feasibility prior to their finalization.
› The AAN’s Stroke and Stroke Rehabilitation Quality Measurement Set
Update is now available. A brief, 17-minute webinar was created to help explain how measure bundles work and why they were created. Read the Neurology® publication and full measurement specifications.

FOCUS ON QUALITY

- QI tools currently available can be found on our website.
- A Registry Committee work group is creating QI tools around the falls measures in the registry. If you have thoughts about what tools should be included, please email registry@aan.com.

STATISTICS

Registry Statistics

- 2,595,000 total visits
- 895,000 total patients
- 1,236 registered* providers
- 780 integrated* providers
- 180 practices
- 33 EHRs Currently Integrated**

*Registered providers are working with the Axon Registry and may not yet have practice data in the registry. Integrated providers have practice data in the Axon Registry.

**For more information about how EHRs are being integrated with the registry please visit our EHR compatibility document located on the AAN website.

EVENTS

Axon Registry User Group

- An Axon Registry User Group webinar is held the third Tuesday of every month at 1:00 p.m. CT. A webinar invite is sent the week prior. Email the Axon Registry if you are an Axon Registry participant and would like to receive an invite for the webinar.
- For previous recordings of user group meeting webinars please go to our Axon Registry Participants webpage on the AAN website.
- October 23, 2017: New Parkinson’s measures (recording will be available after webinar)

LINKS
Axon Registry Participant Update

› Axon Registry Participants web page for access to user dashboard, training webinar recordings, previous update emails.

› Axon Registry Quality Measures

› Quality Toolkit and Resources

› Axon Registry Informational Videos

We want to hear from you! To submit feedback about monthly communications and what you'd like to see, email the Axon Registry.